
WRITING AND READING SESSION COOKIES IN JAVASCRIPT

The Document property cookie lets you read and write cookies associated with the document. It serves as a getter and
setter for the actual.

It illustrates how to delete a cookie by setting its expiry date to one month behind the current date. Instead the
second one is added to document. By default, the cookie belongs to the current page. If this number is
exceeded, new cookies replace the older ones. See Date. This is very nice sometimes, at other times it may
somewhat endanger your privacy. As soon as personalization was invented, this became a major problem.
Finally, to remove a cookie, set it with an expiry date before today. So the server knows who made the
request. To find a particular cookie, we can split document. Basically, these are the methods that should be
used for reading, but not writing the data. For instance, this call sets a cookie with the name user and value
John: document. Lax mode, just like strict, forbids the browser to send cookies when coming from outside the
site, but adds an exception. If not specified, this defaults to the host portion of the current document location.
We will discuss Arrays in a separate chapter. Domain and path Each cookie also has a domain and a path. This
has been fixed. So bank. So every time you visit the site the cookie comes from, information about you is
available. Must be absolute. Expiry date Each cookie has an expiry date after which it is trashed. Cookies are
essentially used to store a session id. The HTTP protocol, which arranges for the transfer of web pages to your
browser and browser requests for pages to servers, is state-less, which means that once the server has sent a
page to a browser requesting it, it doesn't remember a thing about it. Every Request object will have cookies
information in the req. None of the examples below will work if your browser has local cookies support turned
off. In the past cookies were used to store various types of data, since there was no alternative. Some examples
of its usage: Cookies. The Cookie String The document. So the bank recognizes you and actually performs the
payment. Read out this value. The server cannot remember if you identified yourself when you want to access
protected pages, it cannot remember your user preferences, it cannot remember anything. Following a link is
always GET, the safe method. But for a commercial website, it is required to maintain session information
among different pages. In the client side, cookies are exposed by the document object as document. When
deleting a cookie and you're not relying on the default attributes , you must pass the exact same path and
domain attributes that were used to set the cookie: Cookies. The value of document. The path gives you the
chance to specify a directory where the cookie is active. This will make each request slower.


